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1 项目概况Introduction
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INTRODUCTION
The project is located in Shengzhou South City New District, with site boundaries to the 
Shangshan Expressway to the east, the Yongjin Expressway to the south and the Xinchang River 
to the west.  The total site area is 7.8 km2.
Shengzhou is developing rapidly with the city growing to the south, so that the site is becoming a 
key area for the Shengzhou’s future development. The site is therefore located at the hear t of the 
city in terms of transpor t and socio-economic dynamics and has great potential for the next round 
of growth in Urbanism V2.0.  It is an extremely important location in terms of Shengzhou’s 
Renaissance.
There are, however, conf licts arising from the south par t of Shengzhou’s rapid development and 
the lack of urban infrastructure, which is an obstacle to the city’s healthy and sustainable 
development.
Our international design team has gained a thorough understanding of the 
existing site and, in the course of a collaborative brain-storming process has 
developed a series of design concepts and principles to create a new centre for 
commerce, culture, education and residential renewal.
This report consists of chapters covering the site context, case studies, project 
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DESIGN TARGET
• To maintain consistency with Shengzhou’s Overall Masterplan (2006-2020) by producing a 
masterplan that contributes to the realisation of the goals set out in the plan
• To establish Shengzhou’s administrative, business, cultural and residential future through a 
Renaissance programme for the site
• To develop a design proposal that will enable the site to become the future hear t of 
Shengzhou
• To set out an improved mix of uses by means of design proposals for the city centre, 
suppor ted by enhanced infrastructure facilities for the citizens
• To raise the city’s appearance and prof ile through public realm improvements focussing a 
series of  key spaces and landscape corridors to build up a sustainable environment with high 
quality cultural facilities





















The design proposals have been generated through an interactive design process involving our 
international team with exper tise in planning, landscape design, sustainable development and 
architecture.  The team used the intensive Charrette methodology with a series of brain-storming 
sessions in the UK and China, facilitated by Skype and international conference calls, to explore 






















基地航拍图 / Aerial view of the site
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SHENGZHOU
Shengzhou is located just to the east of Zhejiang Province, with Fenghua and Yuyang to the east 
and Xinchang and Dongyang to the south. The city’s main topographic character is that of the hills 
that encircle it and the Shan river that runs through it.
Shengzhou’s overall area is 1789 km2, its population in 2013 was 730,000 and its GDP was 36.9 
billion Yuan.
SHENGZHOU SOUTH CITY NEW DISTRICT CORE AREA( SITE)
The brief indicates that the Shengzhou South City New District Core Area site is bounded by the 
Shan River to the nor th, the Xinchang river to the west, the Shangshan Expressway to the east, 
the Yongjin Expressway to the south, with a total site area of 7.8 km2.
The site is par t of the Central Shengzhou area and, in the future, will become Shengzhou’s 
















嵊州在全国及浙江区位示意图 / Location of Shengzhou
基地在嵊新区域区位示意/ Location of Site
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SHENGZHOU OVERALL MASTERPLAN ( 2006 -2020)
The “Shengzhou Overall Masterplan” set up the main structure for Shengzhou as consisting of  
One central city and three Sub- cities. Our site’s positioning is that as the centre of the South city, 
Shengzhou – Xinchang city administration, science and technology, culture, trade and service 





SHENGZHOU - XINCHANG CITY DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
Shengzhou - Xinchang City Development Planning set up the development structure of “ One 
hear t, Two Cores, Two Corridors, Six Areas”. Our site, located between Shengzhou Old City 
centre and Shengzhou - Xinchang centre, will become the future Shengzhou centre to link the two 
cities
2
嵊州市总体规划 / Shengzhou City Overall Masterplan
嵊新组合城市发展空间协调规划 / Shengzhou - Xinchang City Development Planning
上位规划分析
Previous Planning Review 
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SHENGZHOU THREE RIVER AREA URBAN DESIGN(2013.11)
Three River Area Urban Design including par ts of our site, along the Xinchang River area, is 







SHENGZHOU PREVIOUS SOUTH CITY CDP (2010.9)
Shengzhou South City CDP, produced in 2010, brings out the positioning of the site : New 
Shengzhou city centre and the hear t of Shengzhou – Xinchang comprehensive development of 
City level public services, liveable, tier two industrial eco-city. The key structure of CDP is “ Two 
axes, Two hear ts, Three Corridors”.
2
嵊州市三江口地区城市设计/ Shengzhou Three River Area Urban Design
嵊州市城南编制单元控制性详细规划 / Shengzhou Previous South City CDP
上位规划分析
Previous Planning Review 
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2嵊州特色分析Shengzhou Unique Selling Points
传统手工艺及特产
TRADITIONAL HANDCRAFT










SHENGZHOU UNIQUE SELLING POINTS
1. Characteristic industry
Shengzhou is in the f irst group of economic and open cities, and is one of China’s comprehensive 
strength Top Hundred Cities. The industries for which it is best known include tie manufacturing, 
clothing, and the production of kitchen implements, electro-acoustic par ts and motors.
2. Culture & history
Shengzhou has a history of over 1200 years, known as most beautiful place in Yue. With its 
deeply-rooted cultural heritage, numerous celebrities have made Shengzhou their home, such as 
the famous calligrapher Wang Xizhi, the founder of landscape poetry in China, Xie Lingyun, and 
many others.
Shengzhou is the bir thplace of Yue culture, and the home of Yue Opera.
Shengzhou also has its own unique ar t of percussion, for which it was included in the f irst National 
Intangible Culture selection.
3. Traditional handcraft & special local production
Shengzhou’s Bamboo Weaving and Root Craving Sculpture is a local traditional handcraft.
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SHENGZHOU & XINCHANG INDUSTRY CURRENT SITUATION
Shengzhou & XInchang have industrial parks of various scales, of which over 20 have made their 
main focus on kitchen installations and the production of ties , cloth, and electro-acoustic 
components. These industrial factories are generally of small scale and medium size and, although 
this has many advantages, such as f lexibility in operation and lower levels of risk, lots of them are 
lacking in terms of innovation, concentrating more on imitation of low cost products with low 
competitiveness, and low added value.
Like other places in Zhejiang province, most of the industry relates to resource consumption and 
is labour intensive, generally relying on the advantages of cheap labour cost. The production 
process is wasteful of resources and energy, and also poses risks of environmental pollution.
PROBLEMS:
• Lack of medium or high level talent in the enterprises
• Diff iculties in keeping medium or high level talent;  population from outside  Shengzhou are 
mostly low skill workforce.
• Enterprises lack innovative capabilities
• Lack of Technical Schools (3 technical schools in Xinchang & Shengzhou) means there an 
inadequate supply of high skill staff.

















嵊州及新昌现状技术学校与工业园区分布 / Existing Technical School & Industry Park in Shengzhou & Xinchang 
周边县市产业现状
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INDUSTRY  UPGRADE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
To overcome Shengzhou’s problems, we propose:
• The integration of manufacturing industry with innovation systems, the establishment of a 
technical school specialising in design and innovation and the raising of the skill levels of local 
professionals
• The increase of creative abilities, through a transition from low, labour-intensive industry to a 
high value innovation culture, producing higher value commodities
• The improvement of the city’s appearance and infrastructure, retention of local high skill staff 
and attraction of highly skilled talent from elsewhere to live and work in Shengzhou.
Our site is the core area of Shengzhou city centre, ideal for Shengzhou’s future development.  
From the existing situation, consisting mainly of manufacturing industry and poor quality housing, 
we plan to upgrade Shengzhou’s centres of administration, commerce, trade and culture, and to 
create high quality residential neighbourhoods.  Highly skilled staff are to be attracted by the 
combination of a beautiful environment, established culture and history and well-planned 
infrastructure.  At the same time, we propose the establishment of a new technical school 
specialising in design and innovation, as a seedbed for high skill talent to bring new life to 














2产业升级发展策略Industry Upgrade Development Strategy
推动产业升级，增加产品附加值 / Upgrade the industry, Increasing the production value
城南新区核心区城市发展升级 / Upgrade the site
低技能 / Low Skill












Tier 2 Residential 
RB 商住混合用地 /


























































































SOUTH GUANHE ROAD AND SOUTH RING 
ROAD
South Guanhe Road and the South Ring Road are the site’s 
two primary roads and also the key gateways that that 
introduce the city’s character.  Guanhe Road is the main 
nor th-south axis, connecting Shengzhou Old City, the site and 
Xinchang.  South Ring Road is the main west-east road, 
connecting the site and the Lihu area.
The existing projects along Guanhe Road are headquar ter 
off ices, Aide International School, medium high rise 
apar tments, a hotel and commercial uses. Guanhe Road is a 
two-way, six-lane road, up to 60m wise.
The existing projects along South Ring Road are 
administrative off ice buildings, large shopping malls and 
residential. South Ring Road is also two-way with six-lanes and 


















The site is undergoing urban transformation aimed at dealing 
with some of the area’s urban villages. These are mainly 
residential, but with some traditional home-based workshops. 
The residential buildings are generally 4-6 stories high and, 
apar t from some local people who still live there, much of the 
space is rented to migrant workers. Living conditions in the 
urban villages are poor, with insuff icient space between the 
buildings to meet the sunshine regulations.
Most urban villages have their own allocated farmland on the 
periphery of the housing area, where villagers grow their own 
vegetables and other crops.
基地照片 
Site Photos
















The site is nor th-western edge is bounded by the Shanxi ; 
mother river of Shengzhou. The Shanxi’s water quality is good, 
and its water level changes with the seasons; during the rainy 
season, south-western par ts of Shengzhou take on the 
character of wetlands, with high value ecological and 
landscape features.
The f lood prevention embankment is quite high, and the 
buildings along the river are built fairly  close to the bank. 
There is no existing landscape development along the river 
bank, and par ts of the river bank are used by vehicles, so that 
it is not pedestrian-friendly.
The City government is now planning the ‘beautiful 3 km’ 

















THE TIE INDUSTRY PARK
The Tie Industrial Park is the main manufacturing area within 
the site, mainly consisting of small to medium scale tie 
production and cloth production factories and off ices.
Although the main land use of the industrial park is 
manufacturing, much of the ground f loor along the street is 
occupied by retail and restauants, and lots of workers
and residents who work and live nearby make use of these 
shops. There is insuff icient parking space in tie industrial park, 
as half of the roads are occupied by
parking cars.
As well as these industrial functions, Shengzhou City 
Government Off ice and Shengzhou Nursing Hospital are also 
located within the Industrial park area.
基地照片 
Site Photos
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2
REGIONAL TRANSPORT CONNECTIONS
The regional road connections are based on the ring road system and is integrated with the road 
grid network. The key connections to nearby cities are via two expressways; the Shangshan 
Expressway connecting to Shangyu, Shanmen, and the interchange with Yongjin Expressway, which 
connects to Ningbo, Jinhua etc.
For passenger transpor t, apar t from the existing Shenzhou East and West Coach Stations, new 
facilities are planned for the Shengzhou Passenger Transpor t Centre, New West Interchange 
Centre and Pokou Interchange Centre, which will make it easier for people to come and go to 
Shengzhou. A High Speed Train Station is also proposed between Shengzhou and Xinchang, to 

















City Ring Road System
规划火车客运站 /



























Based on the ‘Shengzhou South New District Infrastructure Study’, the density of ter tiary roads is 
lower than the national standard, whilst secondary road density is higher than national standard. 
Our design proposal involves turning some of the secondary roads into ter tiary roads, in order to 











Nantian Bridge is the key gateway to the site from the Shangshan and Yongjin Expressways.  In 
addition, the connection points to old city - Shengzhou bridge, East bridge and Shanxi Bridge are 
also focal points along the river. Most of those focal points have few existing buildings so we will 
consider the design of these gateways in the next stage.
South Ring Road and Guanhe Road are the two existing focal points on the site, with a large scale 
shopping mall already planned along South Ring Road, as well as a f ive- star hotel. South Guanhe 
Road already has headquar ter off ices, the Exhibition Centre, and a high quality residential 
neighbourhood.
现状道路等级分析 / Existing Road Hierarchy Analysis




Gateway from Express way
通往丽湖片区
Gateway to Lihu Area
通往老城区
Gateway to Old City
通往老城区
Gateway to Old City
通往老城区
Gateway to Old City
官河南路城市展示轴
South Guanhe Road Development Axis 
环城南路城市展示轴
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2 公共设施配置Infrastructure study
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2
EXISTING PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE 
Based on ‘ Shengzhou South New District Infrastructure Study’, the existing population of site is 
70,500, and according to national standard, the future planned population should remain below 
100,000.
The diff iculty with the existing pattern of land use is that the propor tion of residential 
accommodation is too high and too dense, and lacks the requisite social infrastructure. In order to 
assess the infrastructure facilities, the site has been divided into 4 areas: Xiayuantang ( planning 
population 35,000), Xihu (planning population 25,000), South Qiaonan (planning population 
15,000) and North Qiaonan (planning population 25,000).
The following table shows the additional infrastructure facilities needed on the site, based on the 














Qiaonan Area ( 
North)
桥南片区（南）/

























One 24 Classes Middle School
一所24班小学
One 24 Classes Primary School
- -
一处社区卫生服务站




One 17 Classes Middle School
两所18班小学
Two 18 Classes Primary School
缺口23个班（2-4所幼儿园）
23 Classes(2-4 kindergar ten)
-
一处社区卫生服务站




One 10 Classes Middle School
 - 
缺口14个班（1-2所幼儿园）





One 17 Classes Middle School
一所18班，一所24班小学
One 18 Classes, One 24 classes 
Primary School
缺口20个班（2-4所幼儿园）
20 Classes(2-4 kindergar ten)
-
两处社区卫生服务站
Two Community Health Care Centre
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2
OPPORTUNITIES
To summarise the site context analysis, we conclude the opportunities and constraints relating to 
the site.
The opportunities of the site are:
• Based on the national background of Chinese New Urbanization, in the future there will be 
higher level policy suppor t for the site’s regeneration 
• Shengzhou city is deeply rooted in its culture and history, with its beautiful landscape setting, 
ref ined traditional
• crafts, and specialised industries that are regarded as amongst the best in China
• The site has good transpor t connections to the future Shengzhou high speed train station, 
and the expressways provide easy access to the site
• The site already has a strong demographic prof ile and industrial base
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2
CONSTRAINTS
• The site is in f lux, with the need to upgrade the poor living conditions in urban village areas
• The propor tion of existing residential land use is quite high, and not enough public with 
insuff icient infrastructure to serve the number of people who live there
• The site lacks the open space that people need for recreation and relaxation. Along the 
Shanxi River in par ticular, the water front area is not suff iciently pedestrian friendly
• The transpor t analysis suggests that the secondary road density is above national standards 
whilst the ter tiary road density is below them, There is a shor tage of parking area with too 
many of vehicles parking on the streets
• The Tie Industry Park contains factories of many different scales and is isolated from other 
par ts of the city, so there is a need to upgrade the local industry and enhance its connections 
to surrounding areas
We believe that our design can be the basis of the site’s regeneration in terms of its Physical, 
Economic and Social quality, in order to create a better place for Shengzhou’s existing citizens, 
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新型城镇化—以人为本的城镇化












Launched in 2014 to drive China’s social and economic 
development through integrated urban and rural 
development, the creation of city clusters and the promotion 
of sustainable urban development. 
In early 2014, Premier Li Keqiang stressed innovation as the 
key to development of cultural and creative industries, design 
services and high-value services by the quality of products and 
services for everyone through new business formats, 
increased employment and industrial transformation.
中国新型城镇化和发展方向
Urbanisation 2.0 in China3
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TOWARDS A MORE HUMAN-CENTRED AND 
ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE PATHWAY 
OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT
National Development and Reform Council
• Coordinating urban and rural development 
• Supporting an urban lifestyle for ecological production and 
consumption 
• Making basic urban services available to all permenant 
urban residents
• Optimising macro-level city layouts; and
• Integrating ‘ecological civilisation into the urbanisation 
process’. 
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河流和港口























FROM INDUSTRIAL ECONOMY TO KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY 
• Mass goods production 
• Focusing on labour and machine productivity
• Reliance on physical inputs or natural resources  
• Environmental degrading  
• Accelerated pace of technical and scientif ic advance to raise productivity
• Reliance on intellectual capacities
• Focusing on quality of life—better health, education & recreation  
• Information sharing and time sharing 
• Collaboration and dynamic work
Shengzhou is at a critical juncture where it needs to move from an industrial model to a 
Knowledge based economy.
The main catalyst for this type of transition is the development or growth in Higher Education 
(HE) facilities and an increased focus on R&D.This is a process that has happened /is happening 
through the developed world. The more successful cities have been those that focus on providing 
the soft infrastructure and affordable spaces for SMEs to grow during the transition period.
现在，它的主要吸引力是能够实现创意与信息共享…… 
Today it’s the ability to share ideas and information
中国新型城镇化和发展方向
Urbanisation 2.0 in China3
受益于丰富的劳动力和知识的交换
taking advantage of large numbers of workers and knowledge exchange
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• Reusing existing stocks and reduce environmental impact  
• Enhancing Education and R&D
• Reinventing culture and design  
• Focusing on quality of life 
中国新型城镇化和发展方向 
Urbanisation 2.0 in China 3
城市转型时间轴 /
THE TIMELINE OF TRANSFORMATION OF CITIES 
长达300年的工业化时期
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未来十年促进中国城市建设的10个关键驱动力
10 KEY DRIVERS TO SHAPE CHINA’S CITIES OVER THE NEXT DECADE
中国新型城镇化和发展方向
Urbanisation 2.0 in China3
更为稳定、可持续的经
济增长









Move up the value chain –
innovative services, high 
value manufacturing 
反腐败政策




The rise of consumer class 
more discerning and digitally 
connected 
放松管制与改革




The digital revolution 
e-commence transforming 
the demand for urban spaces 
民营企业的发展





Urbanisation continues from 
55% to 70% 
城市竞争力—城市寻求
差异性
City competition Cities look 
for differentiation 
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‘NEW NORMAL’, NEW BALANCE











Urbanisation 2.0 in China 3
(1) China’s New Urbaisation
(2) Viable
• Resilient economy 
• Diversified sectors 
• Creative industries
• High-value added industries
(3) Equitable
• Gradually eliminate the urban-rural difference
• Be harmony with nature
• Accessible facilities and infrastructure 
(4) Liveable
• More choices of housing 
• Improved infrastructure 
• Better learning, health, leisure and recreational facilities 































Glasgow - an image from industrial to post-
industrial city 
 
• Launched European Capital of Culture 
• Developed a strong image
• University area became learning quar ter 
• New media village and BBC headquar ter 
• Spor ts and culture events
• Quality retail and service facilities  
• Wow-factor public and culture facilities 
• Iconic buildings 






















(1) Post-industrial city  
regeneration approaches   
(2) City image-led regeneration 
(3) Tourism led regeneration 
(4) Large mixed- use project as 
catalyst 
(5) Art and culture as catalyst  
(6) Higher education as catalyst
(7) R&D led regeneration 
后工业时代城市更新流派
POST-INDUSTRIAL CITY REGENERATION APPROACHES 
以城市形象主导
的城市更新
 City image-led 
regeneration 
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国际案例比较研究 











Bury - the revival of an industrial town 
 
• Par t of Greater Manchester region, integration of transpor t 
and economic development   
• Traditional textile industry f inds its niche-- to be the world’s 
largest manufacturer of specialised fabrics for vehicle airbags. 
• Developing national tourist destination by offering award-
winning market, retail, leisure, hospitality services and linking 
heritage and natural parks. 
• Quality culture provision for residents an visitors 
• Enhancing heritage and parks 
• Market, retail and leisure facilities 
















Bracknell - R&D led regeneration 
 • Bracknell and Reading are par t of M4 corridor, a belt of dense 
digital tech business---the powerhouse of UK’s silicon valley. 
• They have benef itted from the proximity to Heathrow 
airpor t, and being par t of London.  
• Universities and colleges in the two towns provide a very 
large skilled workforce and talent pool which lets local 
businesses connect to the next generation of stars
• These have helped the region become one of the wealthiest 
towns in the UK. 
• Good location and transpor tation links for business
• High-tech companies and enterprises 
• Network in the region 
• Incubation facilities, linking to universities 
























HIGHER EDUCATION AS CATALYST
Manchester - Textiles to knowledge city ….over 100 years 
 
• During the 19th century, Manchester was the world’s largest cotton producer and trade 
centre
• In 1911, 22 per cent of the city’s jobs were in textiles 
• Although the city had around 80,000 more jobs in 1951 than in 1911, there were 90,000 
fewer in textiles
• In more recent years there has been rapid growth in the knowledge sector – the approach 
has been focused on development of HE sector in the city and the provision of f lexible and 
cheap city centre locations
• This was later followed by very quality off ice and mixed use developments
• Universities and colleges with local and external links
• Innovation hubs for learning, skills and enterprise 














HIGHER EDUCATION AS CATALYST
Ravensbourne college - the catalyst for a creative town 
 
• Ravensbourne College is is a university sector college innovating in digital media and design, 
a world-class digital destination developing talented individuals and leading-edge businesses 
through learning, skills, applied research, enterprise and innovation.
• The 5 £Billion project will create a thriving new riverside community for London over the 
next 20 years, including 10,000 new homes in distinct residential neighbourhoods, 24,000 
permanent jobs, 150 new shops and restaurants, Peninsula Central - a new business district 
for London, and 48 acres of open spaces and parks ; the size of Green Park
国际案例比较研究 



















Ulverston, Cumbria—a festival town 
 
• Re-branding Ulverston as a festival town 
• Leadership from Ulverston 2000+, a par tnership 
between public, private and local communities to 
improve the town’s economy 
• Built on the foundation offered by many festivals and 
thriving ar ts and crafts community 
• Retail occupancy increased with the cultural events
• Cultural activity has helped to engage local residents 
and attract tourists to the area
• Art and culture to re-brand the town
• Promote quality cultural events 















Manufaktura - the commercial catalyst to 
regenerate Łódź, Poland
 • Lódz is a formerly heavily industrial city in central Poland
• Manufaktura or ‘ factory’ is a 27ha mixed use development 
on the site of a former factory
• It was developed in parcels from 2001 onwards, with a 
distinct design focus on the industrial heritage of the city
• Now hosts one of Polands largest commercial centres
• Manufaktura includes a restaurant complex, car parks, 
a cultural centre, an ar t museum, a science museum, an 
industrial museum, and the Museum of the City of Lódz
• Mixed use commercial, retail and leisure centre with critical 
mass 
• Commercial and retail uses integrated with heritage, ar t and 
culture 
• Regular ar t and culture events held in the place 
以艺术与文化
为催化剂




Large mixed use 
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国际案例比较研究 






















(1) Post-industrial city  
regeneration approaches   
(2) City image-led regeneration 
(3) Tourism led regeneration 
(4) Large mixed- use project as 
catalyst 
(5) Art and culture as catalyst  
(6) Higher education as catalyst
(7) R&D led regeneration 
总结——城市更新方法





HIGHER EDUCATION AS CATALYST
• Universities and colleges with local and external links
• Innovation hubs for learning, skills and enterprise 








R&D LED REGENERATION 
• Good location and transpor tation for business
• High-tech companies and enterprises 
• Network in the region 
• Incubation facilities, linking to universities 





ART AND CULTURE AS CATALYST  
• Art and culture to rebranding the town 
• Promote culture events and festivals 







• Wow-factor public and culture facilities 
• Iconic buildings 






LARGE MIXED- USE PROJECT AS CATALYST 
• Mixed use commercial, retail and leisure centre with 
large mass 






TOURISM LED REGENERATION 
• Enhancing heritage and parks 
• Market, retail and leisure facilities 
• Quality hospitality services and facilities 
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国际案例比较研究 
International case studies 3
世界城市发展议程议程——联合国“人居3”
NEW URBAN AGENDA IN THE WORLD—UN 









Quality of life 
公平与社会包容
Equity and social inclusion
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CITY-REGION DEVELOPMENT ZONES IN THE WORLD  
Concentrated urbanization in city-region encourages agglomeration economics to suit the new 





SHENGZHOU IN YANGZI RIVER DELTA CITY REGION AND 
HANGZHOU ECONOMIC ZONE 
At the fringe of  of Yangzi River Delta City-region and Hangzhou Economic zone, and being par t 
of the regional zones in terms of transpor t, social dynamics, economy, f inance, skills, logistics, 
technology, environmental and culture assets, Shenzhou need to f ind its niche to be par t of the 






The true heart of Europe—City-region from Manchester to Milan 
长江三角洲城市群
angzi River Delta City Region
美国西海岸到东海岸的城市群
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嵊州南部新城定位策略 






























SHENGZHOU IN CITY-REGION SYSTEM OF ZHEJIANG PROVINCE   
Four growth regions are def ined—Hangzhou, Ningbo, Jinhu and Wenzhou clusters
Shenzhou is not involved in the four province central city region, but at the centre of the four 
clusters 
Shenzhou is par t of Shaoxing, and on the junction of the secondly economic corridor between the 




SHENGZHOU IN CITY-REGION SYSTEM OF ZHEJIANG PROVINCE   
Cities and towns in Greater Shaoxing Area have diversif ied economic sectors, but shared culture 
and environmental assets.
Unique Shengzhou-Xinchang dual core enhances Shengzhou to be the centre of the small city’s 
network.
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嵊州南部新城定位策略














嵊州——经济发展现状  SHENGZHOU—EXISTING ECONOMY 
领带生产 Tie Manufacture
纺织与服装生产 Textiles & Garments
丝织生产 Silk Weaving
越剧、唐诗、围棋 
YUE Opera and TANG Poetry ‘GO’
山色秀美
Wonderful mountain landscape setting
电气行业与电气产品生产










Environment--a potential source of tourism
嵊州—环境 SHENGZHOU—ENVIRONMENT 
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嵊州南部新城定位策略 









Shengzhou needs to adopt this Pathway.
Primary focus on developing SMEs, 
upskilling existing labour force and 





The process involves taking the assets and reputation that 
Shengzhou has – an economy and a culture based on small 
intricate products, skilled workforce, clean environment, and 
through investment and design … take the Shengzhou ‘offer’ 
up through the value chain by investing in: upskilling existing 






and QUALITY OF LIFE
(1)  Low knowledge pathway
(2)  Lower level of tacit 
knowledge in the economy 
or resource rich
(3)  Agglomeration based on 
access to low skilled workers
(4)  Less attractive to new and 
emerging knowledge-
focused industries
(5)  Replication of the economy, 
with jobs growth in more 
routine jobs
(6)  High knowledge pathway
(7)  High level of tacit 
knowledge in the economy
(8)  Agglomeration based on 
skilled workers and 
knowledge networks
(9)  Attractive to new and 
emerging knowledge-
focused industries
(10)  Reinvention of the economy 
































Positioning Shengzhou South New City 3















































Xinchang   
上虞  
Shangyu     
诸暨  
Zhuji       
越城   
Yuecheng       
杭州
Hangzhou       
宁波
Ningbo    
上海
Shanghai       
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Positioning Shengzhou South New City 3
嵊州城南新区/ 









ENGINE OF SHENGZHOU’S URBANIZATION V2.0
EXEMPLAR AREA FOR SMALL CITY’S REGENERATION 
PROVIDING CITY CENTRE FUNCTIONS TOGETHER WITH THE OLD TOWN
VIBRANT AND HEALTHY LIVING AND WORKING AREA FOR SHENGZHOU AND XINCHANG  
REPRESENTING SHENGZHOU’S NEW IMAGE 








• Fashion design 
• Product design
• Media and animation 
• Ar t and new craft  







• Administration centre 
• Importing and expor ting trade 
• Professional service including f inance legal and 
accounting 






• Design college 
• High-tech R&D base for electronic products





RETAIL AND TRADING 
• Trading fair and promotion events
• Special shopping experience with culture and ar t 








• Cultural facilities 
• A variety of Cafés and restaurants 
• High quality hotels and clubs 
• Tourism facilities along the river bank 







QUALITY OF HOUSING 
• Different choices of quality housing 
• Residential areas with mixed uses 
• High quality education and healthcare facilities 
• High quality infrastructure 
• Healthy environment 
嵊州南部新城定位策略
Positioning Shengzhou South New City 3
嵊州商务与行政中心
Commercial and retail hub with 
special experience
实现嵊州经济新发展的创新动力
Innovative powerhouse towards 
Shengzhou’s new economy
有特色的商业与零售中心
Business and administration 
centre of Shengzhou
促进嵊州发展的研发与孵化基地
R & D base and incubation place 
for Shengzhou’s growth
优质住房与基础设施的示范区
Exemplar area for quality of 
housing and facilities  
成为嵊州旅游服务中心
Service hub for Shengzhou as a 
tourist destination 
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嵊州南部新城定位策略 
















INITIAL THINKING & DESIGN STORY 
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CHARRETTE PROCESS
For over 20 years we have been working collaboratively with clients and the wider public, and 
have also collaborated internally by assembling a hand-picked team and giving everyone the 
opportunity to make a contribution to the creative process.
To ensure that we would establish the best possible overall direction for the project, from the 
outset, we invited our team of international exper ts to join us in a 3 day brain-storming Charrette 
at our headquar ter.  The par ticipants travelled from their bases in Scotland, Germany and 
Switzerland and over the 3 days we held a series of detailed Skype calls with the China team to 
understand the site and discuss and agree all aspects of the design strategy as it developed during 
the Charrette process.
Sketches were produced showing everyone’s initial ideas in response to the brief ing information, 
and those that were agreed as having the greatest potential and synergy with other ideas were 
developed fur ther.
These sketches therefore show the seeds that were planted by the team’s working together, that 
grew up into the properly developed ideas and concepts that are illustrated in the following 













Design  Charette 4
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设计研讨会
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设计原则
    一座城市需要在不同层面都有良好的功能性，从宏观的战略层面到个体
层面，社会、城市形态以及经济方面的每一个决策都将对城市各个层面产生
影响。
















A city needs to function at many different levels, from large scale strategic issues to detailed local 
ones, with social, physical and economic considerations being affected at every stage.
A series of well organised steps from the large to the small scale is essential to allow the city to 
function eff iciently and for the citizens to lead comfor table, healthy, prosperous lives.
The challenge for city planners is to get the right balance between what individuals believe is good 
for them personally and what is good for the quality of life of the community as a whole.
For instance, urbanisation has created dense urban structures, and new prosperity means people 
want to move around more and are pleased to use the cars they have purchased.
However, as we so often see, traff ic congestion occurs when everyone drives to the same place at 
the same time, and vehicle emissions cause poor air quality as well as contributing to climate 
change.  These problems in turn make the urban environment less enjoyable for pedestrians 
– maybe the very same people who just got out of their cars !
Rapid urbanisation has limited the amount of green space and the quality of watercourses, both of 
which play an important par t in making the city attractive, enjoyable and healthy.
In response to the challenge of transforming Shengzhou South New City into a great place for 
people to live, work, learn and play, we have created a series of principles designed to cater to the 
citizens’ many and complex needs. These principles are organised at 3 levels and within 3 
categories, as the basis of our Vision to re-invent the city centre so that it can function as much as 
possible as an integrated and harmonious eco-system.
The three fundamental aims we are proposing are based on our strategy to help the city make a 
transition from a production to a knowledge economy, based on creative industries and combined 
with improving the quality of the citizens’ lives and of the environment.  The three fundamental 






(1)  Shengzhou South New City
(2)  Creative Communities
(3)  Sustainable Living





























The main ideas regarding the Creative Renaissance of Shengzhou is that the most successful 
knowledge economy environments combine education with business and are located in mixed-use, 
vibrant, urban environments.
These places offer people the opportunity to meet by arrangement or by chance, facilitating the 
exchange of ideas in a stimulating environment, with cultural facilities and places to shop, eat and 
drink nearby.  These characteristics give the area a reputation as a great place to spend time, 
which tends to attract the most creative people.
To function well, the buildings must be designed to be f lexible, so that it is easy for businesses to 
grow or move within the same area, and the public realm must be safe, attractive and stimulating, 
with events spaces, greenery and public ar t, all focussed on making pedestrian movement as easy 
and interesting as possible.  This means there should be no large areas of car-parking at ground 




(1)  Shengzhou South New City
(2)  Creative Communities
(3)  Sustainable Living
(4)  Healthy Urbanism
(5)  Building Community
(6)  Post -carbon mobility
(7)  Good air quality
(8)  Public transport priority
(9)  Urban comfort
(10)  Mix of uses
(11)  Integrated green space





























LAYER 1: PRINCIPLES MEET ALL 3 AIMS    
MULTI-LAYERED URBAN ECO-SYSTEM















The design and layout of our cities has a major impact on our physical and mental health – for 
better or for worse.  Our concept is to make sure that it’s for better!
Compact groupings of mixed-use buildings within walking distance of residential areas invite 
people to go on foot in order to gain access to the things they need in their daily lives.  In so doing 
they get physical exercise in a natural way, helping to avoid the numerous health problems, now 
being experienced worldwide, that result from obesity. They will also ‘bump into’ friends and 
colleagues in the public spaces, which helps to build a cohesive, conf ident community – an 
essential aspect of suppor ting social and mental well-being.
Easy access to green space is par t of making cities ‘liveable’, and by minimising the impact of 
private cars and managing delivery times for commercial vehicles, good air quality can be 
maintained for everyone, offering the best possible way of preventing respiratory illnesses in 
people of all ages.
Local food production enables people to benef it from a healthy diet based on fresh produce and 
those who do the gardening work can enjoy from contact with nature and the sense of community 
associated with small scale agriculture. 
(1)  Shengzhou South New City
(2)  Creative Communities
(3)  Sustainable Living
(4)  Healthy Urbanism
(5)  Vibrant urban environment
(6)  Identity and sense of place
(7)  Reuse of manufacturing 
buildings
(8)  Eco-businesses and 
buildings
(9)  Reduced traffic congestion




























LAYER 2: PRINCIPLES MEET 2 OUT OF 3 AIMS    
MULTI-LAYERED URBAN ECO-SYSTEM
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The health of citizens must be ref lected in the health of the physical environment they live in as 
well as that of our whole planet.  This means that resources must be managed so as to maximise 
eff iciency, minimise waste and prevent pollution.
Sustainable drainage systems control the destructive effects of heavy rainfall whilst innovative 
techniques, such as Terra Preta, deal with ‘grey’ and ‘black ’ waste water, transforming them into 
soil for agriculture and avoiding the discharge of pollutants into the water system.  Waste 
materials of all kinds can be recycled to produce renewable energy, thereby reducing dependency 
and use of fossil fuels with their damaging carbon emissions, and all new buildings can be designed 
to generate their own energy whilst minimising the amount they consume.
Growing food can take place outdoors or in greenhouses, and these can also be used to grow 
bio-fuels to provide renewable energy for direct use in neighbouring buildings or adding to the 
local power grid.
(1)  Shengzhou South New City
(2)  Creative Communities
(3)  Sustainable Living
(4)  Healthy Urbanism
(5)  College spin-offs and 
start-ups
(6)  Flexible  business space
(7)  Recycling and waste 
management
(8)  Low energy buildings
(9)  Permeable block structure



























LAYER 3: PRINCIPLES SPECIFIC TO EACH OF THE 3 AIMS
MULTI-LAYERED URBAN ECO-SYSTEM



































LAYERS COMBINED   
MULTI-LAYERED URBAN ECO-SYSTEM
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The three fundamental aims explained above are directed at different areas of the way we believe 
the city could and should function, however we have identif ied a series of eight overarching 
principles, each of which is relevant to the attainment of all three aims.  These are:
• Walkable neighbourhoods
• Mix of uses
• Urban comfor t
• Public transpor t priority
• Post-carbon mobility
• Good air quality
• Integrated green space
• Building community
Beneath these are two fur ther levels of principles which are less general and more specif ic to each 
of the three aims, as shown on the diagrams.
We have developed this system of aims and principles initially in order to guide the design of the 
new areas to be created, but they have also been considered so that the urban interventions we 
are proposing can spread their positive inf luence out into the existing urban fabric.  In this waythe 
old and the new can be integrated; woven together in order to create an overall balance within 
Shengzhou South New City. 
城市设计对公众健康有或好或坏的重要影响 /
URBAN DESIGN HAS A MAJOR IMPACT ON PUBLIC HEALTH 
– FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE!
(1)  Walkable neighbourhoods
• Integrated green space
• Daily needs within walking distance
• Compact, mixed-use urban structure
(2)  New opportunities
• Less vehicle traffic
• ‘Active travel’ encouraged
• Social interaction





(4)  Health benefits
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保留的现有功能
新的措施将促进当前、有价值的城市结构继续发展。
EXISTING USES TO BE RETAINED 









3 landscape corridors to help reconnect the urban fabric 
A) ‘Waterfront Promenade’ is a public route running along the water front, changing in character as it 
passes from busy urban spaces to a peaceful residential neighbourhood.
B) ‘Central Park ’ is a generous stretch of recreational urban parkland that runs east from the river and 
through the hear t of the 21st Century Centre.  
C) ‘Productive Horseshoe’ is an area of agricultural land, reorganised to meet 21st Century needs and 
integrated with a new residential neighbourhood.
设计概念
Design Concept 5
嵊州城南新区基地总平面图 / Base Plan for Shengzhou South New City
保留的现有功能 / Existing uses to be retained  
绿色共享 生命之带 / Green Ribbons
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A COMBINATION OF STRIKING FEATURES TO CELEBRATE 
SHENGZHOU SOUTH NEW CITY 
A) The string of existing and proposed new bridges linking the city centre to other par ts of 
Shengzhou, offering dramatic views of the meandering river.  The bridges will be illuminated at 
night and used for f irework displays
B) A ‘shop window’ for Shengzhou South New City along the eastern highway.  Landmark 
buildings and public ar tworks to catch the attention of passers-by, raising awareness of the many 
attractions Shengzhou has to offer.





B)     创意区: 混合使用的城市空间由创意、文化、零售以及居住建筑组成，形成
有活力的城市环境。部分现有建筑适于刚起步的企业以及中小型企业在重新利
用，这也是符合我们对于企业阶段成长，城市有机更新的策略。
C)     知识中心: 时尚设计大学作为中央公园区的东部尽头，与创意区有十分紧
密的联系，教学楼和学生宿舍坐落在城市空间网络中。
CHARACTER AREAS
Consisting of 3 areas: City Square, Creative Quar ter, Knowledge Hub
A) New City Square.The new social centre for Shengzhou South New City, located on the Central 
Park axis ; a generous public space for events and celebrations, framed by enter tainment, creative 
and cultural uses.
B) Creative Quar ter.Mixed use urban spaces formed by creative, cultural, retail and residential 
buildings to generate a vibrant environment.  There is also scope for the re-use of existing buildings 
by star t-up businesses and other SME’s (Small and Medium size Enterprises) in the shor t or longer 
term, as par t of a phased process of entrepreneurial, urban transformation.
C)  Knowledge Hub.
The College for Fashion marks the eastern end of Central Park, with strong links to the Creative 







B)     生态村落:良好的生态环境质量，以及居住和商业建筑位于良好的区位，
从北部向南从高密度的北部片区到南部以家庭居住生活为主过渡。
C)     湿地村落:沿着主要街道高层公寓建筑，阻挡内部低矮的建筑受到杨港
路和官河南路的影响，这些公寓向南逐步降低，过渡到湿地景观以及剡溪。
CELEBRATION WATERFRONT
Consisting of 3 areas:  Bund, Eco-village, Wetland Village
A) The Bund is characterised by grand buildings making an imposing frontage by day and night, 
enjoying sweeping views across the river towards the old town.
B) Eco-village nor th and south.Strong environmental qualities with residential and commercial 
buildings in this prestigious location, ranging from high density, high visibility in the nor th to lower 
and more family orientated in the south.
C) Wetland Village.High rise apar tment blocks along the main street frontages sheltering lower 
blocks that step down to the south into the wetland landscape setting and the river beyond.
设计概念 
Design Concept 5
新区亮点 城市之链/ Iconic Necklace
特征区域 / Character Areas



















Consisting of 2 areas: Agro-urbanism Settlement, Phased Neighbourhood Regeneration, 
A) Agro-urbanism settlement
Existing farmland reorganised to provide a new housing neighbourhood with intensive agriculture and 
bio-fuel production forming a buffer zone to the adjacent highway.
B) Phased Neighbourhood Regeneration
A rolling programme to regenerate the complex residential structure of the mixed neighbourhoods 
in the nor th-eastern par t of Shengzhou centre, requiring detailed study of existing conditions to f ind 





The key to liveability and building successful community structures ; the establishment of walkable 








WEAVING IT ALL TOGETHER
A) Local Links
The primary pedestrian and public transpor t routes that will connect Shengzhou South New City 
to the old town centre, the railway station and other important destinations, helping to make 
Shengzhou a great place to live.
B) The Big Picture
The interwoven layers that will help Shengzhou South New City to become a vibrant, attractive, 
exciting and resilient place to live, work, play and learn.
企业家聚落 / Enterprise villages
步行社区 / Walkable Neighbourhoods
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6 土地利用规划Land use plan
土地利用规划 Land use plan
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6土地利用规划Land use plan
 城乡用地分类   Town & Country land 






NON - DEVELOPMENT LAND
67.13
合计 TOTAL AREA 852.49
单位：万平方米 UNIT : 10000 M2
城市建设用地 Urban development land
代码  CODES 面积 AREA %
(R) 居住用地 
RESIDENTIAL
R1 一类居住用地 LOW RISE 20.80 243.8 31.04
R2 二类居住用地 MED-HIGH RISE 223.00
(A) 公共管理与公共服务用地         
ADMIN + PUBLIC SERVICES
A1 5.16 89.06 11.34
A2 文化设施用地 CULTURAL INSTITUTE 16.80
A3 教育科研用地 EDUCATION/RESEARCH 46.61
A4  体育用地 SPORT 1.90
A5 医疗卫生用地 HEALTH 18.37
A7 文物古迹用地 HERITAGE 0.22
(B) 商业服务业设施用地             
COMMERCIAL AND BUSINESS 
FACILITIES
B1 商业设施用地 COMMERCIAL 36.36 112.26 14.29
B1/B2 商业/商务设施用地 COMMERCIAL/BUSINESS 40.08
B2 商务设施用地 BUSINESS 24.20
B3 娱乐康体用地 ENTERTAINMENT 5.30
B4 公用设施营业网点用地 UTITLITIES SERVICE 0.30
B9 其他服务设施用地 OTHER SERVICE 6.02
(G) 绿地  
GREEN SPACE AND PLAZA
G1 绿地 PARK 69.24 105.29 13.41
G2 防护绿地 PROTECTED GREEN 15.78








U1 供应设施用地 SUPPLY FACILITIES 1.58 2.32 0.30
U2 环境设施用地 ENVIRONMENTAL FACILITIES 0.74
(S) 交通设施用地  
RDS & TRANSPORT
S1 城市道路用地 ROAD 153.30 154.39 19.66
S3 交通枢纽用地 TRANSPORT HUB 0.70











The overall masterplan indicates a gross residential area of 2.44 million m2, however this f igure 
would be augmented by fur ther residential accommodation located in mixed commercial areas and 
student f lats meaning that, in the longer term, the city centre’s population would reach around 
90-95,000.  In the event that  more residential development occurs than is currently planned, this 
estimate would still leave scope for the overall city centre population to remain below the 
maximum f igure of 100,000.
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6建筑高度控制规划Building Height
建筑高度控制 Building height control 
图例 Key
≥ 100m















Skylines are one of the things that give cities their identity, and 
are of par ticular signif icance where there are long distance 
views.  This set of drawings analyses three views.  Two of 
them are important views across the river of which one is on 
a straight section and the other is on a tight bend seen from 
many different angles and viewpoints. The third is a shor t 
distance view where the buildings step up in height from the 
city centre’s western gateway towards the important 
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Densier road network in 
city centre offers a walkable 
neighbourhood. Also diverted 
plazas and parks make the city 










Ring and radiated road system 
is applied in many major city 
around the world. Traffic hubs 
are allocated outside of the 
city centre keeping massive 
transport out.
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6道路交通规划Transport plan
MOVEMENT STRATEGY
There are countless reasons why people need or want to travel from one city to another, and within cities themselves.  The reasons could be to 
move materials, people, or both, and the journey may be for business, to attend to matters of daily life such as shopping, taking children to and 
from school, looking after elderly relatives, or maybe to engage in leisure activities.
Each journey involves a decision about how best to travel, based on who or what needs to be moved and over what distance, and on what 
alternative means of travel are available.
Many cities unfor tunately combine quite long travel distances with a lack of reliable and comfor table public transpor t, with the result that large 
numbers of journeys are made by motorised transpor t, leading to high traff ic volumes, congestion, poor air quality and a lot of wasted time.
The strategy we believe in is to minimise the vehicle journeys that go into city centres, as the land here is too valuable to devote to vehicle 
movement and parking.  The walkable neighbourhood structure already proposed means that many shor t journeys can be made on foot or 
bicycle.  For longer journeys, a well thought out public transpor t system can be an ideal alternative, and becomes more eff icient if it is not 
delayed by traff ic congestion and more regular in response to high demand.
That is the way that large cities need to function, and smaller cities always benef it from a scaled down version that is designed to protect the city 






































Typical tertiary road section
典型次干道断面





































道路断面位置示意 Location map of road sections
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非机动车及行人交通规划 Route plan of cycle and pedestrian
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6 道路交通规划Transport plan
主干道断面（官河南路两端）
Primary road section (Guanhe South Road)
主干道断面（官河南路中段）

























2-car lane and BRT lane
一车道+快速公交道
1-car lane and BRT lane
双车道+快速公交道
2-car lane and BRT lane
一车道+快速公交道












































公共交通规划 Public transport plan









Cities that have areas of distinct character are interesting to live in, as the various 
neighbourhoods have their own identity and sense of place.  This is desirable both 
in terms of building community and in terms of legibility, because the differing 
appearance of the buildings and public spaces, and the types of activity that take 
place in them, makes it easier for people to f ind their way around.
The team’s analysis of how best to integrate new proposals within the existing 
structure of the city centre led to the identif ication of three overall Character 
Areas, each of which is subdivided into smaller component par ts, to draw 
attention to the features that differentiate them from their neighbours. 
6 特征区域Character area
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6特征区域Character area
21世纪中心
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6 特征区域Character area
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6
THE BUND
The Bund is characterised by grand buildings – retail, cafés 
and restaurants at ground f loor with off ices, and businesses 
above, as well as a hotel and an exclusive headquar ters 
building with an internal lake.  Seen from the old town this 
composition will make an imposing frontage by day and night, 
and those in the Bund buildings will enjoy sweeping views to 
the nor th towards the old town, across the city’s new 
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6
ECO-VILLAGE NORTH AND SOUTH
This area is called an Eco-village because of its high environmental qualities.  Being high density and 
compact it makes eff icient use of land, and its prestigious location and economic viability means the 
buildings will be designed to be energy-saving and to generate their own energy from solar thermal 
and photovoltaic arrays.
The buildings will be set within a natural, cooling landscape of green space, trees and water, reducing 
the energy loads on the buildings and creating a comfor table external environment, whilst other 
areas have spaces for growing vegetables and fruit.  The water bodies will also function as sustainable 
f lood storage and the water and greenery will create habitats for birds and butter f lies.
Eco-village nor th
High-end commercial headquar ters buildings along the eastern side create landmarks at the junction 
of the Huangcheng Nan shopping street and at the nor thern-most corner of the site.  Internally the 
buildings overlook a lively waterside terrace with café pavilions as well as shops and restaurants on 
the ground f loor of the off ice buildings.
A footbridge from the terrace leads across the lake to the residential blocks and towers that step up 
in height from south to nor th in a radial pattern that allows the river landscape to penetrate deep 
into the neighbourhood as well as offering river views from the apar tment buildings.   The towers 
have clear, geometrical shapes that are picked up in the landscape design, and some will have a 
dramatic impact, rising straight out of the water so that the ref lections double their apparent height !
Eco-village south
To the south of Huangcheng Nan Rd the residential blocks continue to step down in height and fan 
out to the south-west in response to the shape of the site and in order to benef it from views onto 
the river and the landscaped promontory at the 3 Rivers Conf luence.  This area has more of a family 
feel, with a primary school, ponds and small scale plots for agriculture, and a community building in a 
central cour tyard from which the apar tment blocks extend into the riverside landscape.
Fur ther south is a landmark cultural building strategically located at the point where the riverside 
promenade has an important connection to the route that leads eastwards to the new city centre.  
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Coming from the nor th, the pedestrian route along the river, known as the Waterside Promenade, 
leads past the temple to reach the Wetland Village.  Located on the sharp bend of the river, the focal 
landmark is a bird-watching and sunset-viewing pagoda that looks over the river’s existing wetland 
areas and also onto a newly created wetland habitat within the Wetland Village.
The residential area has taller apar tment blocks on the nor thern and eastern sides of the 
neighbourhood, to protect the interior spaces from the highway.  These apar tments step up in height 
from west to east, culminating with a landmark tower at the crossroads of Yanggang Rd and the 
central nor th-south boulevard.  
The apar tment buildings to the south of the roadside apar tments step down towards the river and are 
designed to enjoy the setting of the beautiful landscape of trees, water and reedbeds, accessed by 
timber boardwalks.  
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6特征区域Character area











The City Square is the main new public space for Shengzhou South New City Centre; which will 
offer people the choice to be involved in lively activities or to f ind a quiet place to sit and enjoy 
the landscape.
Its central feature is a large lake for model boats, with cafés on the nor th side and an area for tai 
chi or relaxation on the west and next to it is the main Shengzhou South New City Square, an 
open space for events including a tree-covered area for sitting in the shade, drinking tea and 
playing chess and ma jiang.
A hotel, cinema and shops make up the nor th side of square and the southern side is lined with 
creative/cultural buildings between which a series of alley ways lead to a f ine grain shopping and 
enter tainment and market area.
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6特征区域Character area


















A pedestrian priority crossing provides easy access from the 
main square over Guanhe Nan boulevard into the Creative 
Quar ter.  The Central Park green route continues through a 
water landscape framed by mixed use buildings ; creative, 
cultural and retail, with places to eat and drink and with 
studios, meeting rooms and residential apar tments above.
This vibrant environment contains a series of internal 
cour tyards and garden spaces of contrasting character, framed 
by innovative, green buildings. Some of the existing buildings 
in this area may be suitable for re-use by star t-up businesses 
and other SME’s (Small and Medium size Enterprises) in the 
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The blue-green route continues eastwards over a second pedestrian priority crossing to arrive at the 
entrance cour tyard of the new College for Fashion.  The college buildings are arranged around large 























The south-eastern par t of the site currently has signif icant areas of agriculture which can be 
reorganised in order to open up land for new housing neighbourhoods. To overcome the problem 
of pollution caused by the adjacent highway, greenhouses can be used for production of food, 
f lowers and/or bio-fuel whilst small scale outdoor farming can take place at a safe distance from 
the highway. 
This new residential neighbourhood consists of medium rise apar tment blocks with higher towers 
def ining its edge along the highway, the tallest of which will act as landmarks to be seen from 
vehicles driving past, as a kind of ‘shop window’ for Shengzhou South New City.
A series of watercourses weave their way amongst the residential buildings, serving as f lood 
storage and crop irrigation as well as providing an attractive landscape feature for residents.  The 
Agro-Urbanism Settlement is served by a local centre close to the southern par t of the 
Knowledge Hub and other communal facilities such as schools, kindergar tens and health stations 
distributed amongst the housing areas.
特征区域
Character area


















PHASED NEIGHBOURHOOD REGENERATION 
The existing structure of the nor th-eastern par t of Shengzhou centre is extremely complex and 
will require par ticularly close study in order to balance the social, economic and environmental 
issues.
Signif icant areas of new housing have already been established whilst the value of many other 
areas are yet to be determined.  Once the situation has been understood, the process will involve 
the construction of new dwellings on open land in which residents can be rehoused, so that 
existing poor quality accommodation can be demolished to make way for better standard 
dwellings.
This will managed through a phased, rolling programme of regeneration, and our masterplan 
shows how this could end up, with better organised housing and attractive green spaces, many of 
them benef itting from ponds and streams as par t of a sustainable drainage strategy. Social facilities 
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The Waterside批Promenade is a generous green route that 
follows the meandering river all the way from the Bund, past 
the Eco-Village and down to the Wetland Village.  It will offer 
residents and visitors the opportunity to relax in a beautiful 
landscape setting, or get exercise from jogging or cycling.
The southern par t  of the Waterside Promenade leads past 
the new Greentown residential development and brand new 
hospital and is enlivened by a sculpture park with large scale 
public ar tworks whilst the central feature is a new footbridge 
that provides access westwards to the new 3 Rivers Park.
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CENTRAL PARK
‘Central Park ’ is the green ribbon that runs eastwards from 
the landmark cultural building right through the hear t of the 
21st Century Centre.  It is a green route, for pedestrians and 
cyclists only, that runs past a series of ponds overlooked by 
apar tments and into a large area of recreational urban 
parkland.
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The south-eastern par t of the site currently has signif icant 
areas of agriculture which can be reorganised in order to 
open up land for new housing neighbourhoods. To overcome 
the problem of pollution caused by the adjacent highway, 
greenhouses can be used for production of food, f lowers and/
or bio-fuel whilst small scale outdoor farming can take place at 
a safe distance from the highway. These uses run along the 
eastern edge of the Agro-urbanism Settlement and will 
provide employment for some of the residents.
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The way people get cities by night is of par ticular importance in terms of 
legibility and safety.  Our strategy is designed to introduce a hierarchy of light 
levels, some relating to the overall structure of the city’s main thoroughfares 
and others suited to the character of the specif ic qualities of local 
neighbourhoods.
A key feature is the idea to illuminate the line of iconic bridges that mark the 
beautiful curves of the Cao’e and Xinchang rivers that are such major 
attractions within the city’s landscape.
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6灯光夜景规划Night view plan
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The city already enjoys many public facilities, including those for 
health and education, and these will need to be complemented by 
additional provisions as the population of the city centre increases.  
These have been distributed within the four quar ters identif ied in 















300m from kindergarten 
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Existing community health 




Proposed community health 
centre/ community health 
station/ Nursing home















The Delivery and Actions section in the Positioning strategy in Chapter 3 of this repor t 
sets out an indicative programme for the process of Shengzhou’s transition from a 
manufacturing tradition to a knowledge economy. That process will run in parallel with 
the social changes that will occur with the upgrading of existing residential 
neighbourhoods and the construction of new ones.
That process will be closely matched by the social and economic changes that will 
occur as existing residential neighbourhoods are upgraded and new ones are 
constructed.
So this will inevitably be a dynamic situation that will require constant monitoring by 
the city authorities, to ensure that they are delivering the necessary infrastructure to 
meet all aspects of the population’s requirements.
The rate of residential construction will ref lect the demand for new dwellings to suit 













2.Use skills acquired to enter 
new sectors
3、向价值链上游移动








Creating new knowledge, doing new things




Learining by doing, doing more, doing better
Primary focus on developing business, f inancial, 
managerial and project execution skills
1、利用当前优势，借助国外专
家团队提高当地劳动力水平
1. Leverage current strengths and  













Conference and Convention 
会议市场
Conference and Convention 
会议市场
Conference and Convention 
会议市场
Conference and Convention 
技术培训与职业教育
Specialist Technical
 & Vocational Education
技术培训与职业教育
Specialist Technical
 & Vocational Education
技术培训与职业教育
Specialist Technical
 & Vocational Education
技术培训与职业教育
Specialist Technical
 & Vocational Education
时尚设计与创新
Fashion Design & Innovation
时尚设计与创新
Fashion Design & Innovation
时尚设计与创新

















Textile & Apparel 
Manufacturing 
Cluster
0 - 3 年
0 - 3 years
4 - 8 年
4 - 8 years
9 - 12 年
9 - 12 years
13 - 15 年

























The indicative diagram is based on the concept of a series of rolling programmes 
for the various uses that are to be regenerated; residential, business, creativity 
and mixed uses.  The colours show each phase and are marked to show the use 
that is to be introduced, in accordance with the proposed masterplan.
The principle for the rolling programmes is to identify locations where there is 
currently open land on which to build new residential accommodation which 
therefore become Phase 1.  Once these new dwellings are built, residents from 
the existing ‘urban villages’ can move in, and the urban villages they have vacated 
can be cleared to make space for the next phase.  On this basis the phased 
regeneration can move from place to place around the city centre, responding to 
demand in the different sectors.
It will naturally be desirable for some of the most exciting and iconic elements to 
be delivered early in the process, as a means of raising the image of the city 
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